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the nexus has been destroyed, and now the rangers have to find the fragments that are scattered around the galaxy warriors ship. the six are
split up, with three going to look for the crown, two in a robot and one on a motorcycle, and the other two go to look for the fragment from the
nexus prism. the two that are left together on the motorcycle find the crown, but when they try to use it, theyre attacked by the android ranger,
who has been monitoring them and ready to strike. the android ranger then attacks the other two rangers, and the two of them fight. as they
fight, the android ranger starts upgrading itself, and turns into a cyborg. its also revealed that the android ranger is actually strahm, tommy's
first true robotic double. (the bad tommy said that he was going to destroy the real one, and this is obviously the one.) the two rangers
eventually defeat strahm, and the robot takes strahm's last breath. tommy then gives strahm his power star back and reveals that tommy really
does have a robot double, but he's actually a robotic duplicate of tommy. and thats it for the intro! now, we enter into the power rangers
character roster, which is fairly standard. theres a few more newbies than usual, but none of them are terribly interesting, and weve already met
quite a few of the new rangers. theres also a new megazord, which looks cool, and features some interesting designs. theres also a new
megazord, which is cool. as a bonus, the megazord features the main theme from megaforce while the actual show does not. theres also a new
megazord, which i love. its available for purchase in the power rangers legacy tv store. theres also a new megazord, which i love, and its
available for purchase in the power rangers legacy tv store. i mean, the regular megazord is cool and all, but this one is even cooler, with the big
power ranger logo and big crescent moon logo in the middle. all that said, its not actually usable until the next season, as its megaforce
exclusive. still, i love it, and its the one megazord i actually want in my collection.
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so they prepare the nexus prism and create a portal to the megazord universe, but mick explains that a device from the main universe is also
capable of creating a wormhole. as a result, dravens minions can get to the nexus prism too. tommy decides to use it to destroy the other

rangers, but levi reminds him that if dravens army gets there first, they could kill tommy too. after all, draven is one of the original rangers. but
tommy doesnt want to worry about draven, so levi uses his power blasters to blast a hole in the nexus prism, allowing the rpm rangers to

demorph. tommy explains that this time, they will use the megazord, but if dravens minions get there first, they will turn it into a weapon. he
then gives them their ranger stars and morphs into super megaforce tommy, the green ranger. upon arriving at the command center, kimberly
discovers that none of the rangers are there. she deduces that they must be in the mystic forest, as they have done so many times before. she
resolves to head off into the mystic forest alone, armed with her newly acquired zord. as she leaves, she is assaulted by the mastodon sentries.
drakkon gives them a new order to kill all the rangers. drakkon and the mastodon sentries proceed to capture jason, trini, lauren and jen. after

they have captured them, the rangers use their powers to try and escape, but to no avail. drakkon and the mastodon sentries then combine their
powers to unleash the full might of the dark side. this has the desired result, as drakkon is killed by his own dark matter cannon. the rangers are
then teleported to another dimension, where the yellow, pink, blue, green and red zords are missing. they are also missing their morphers, and

the rangers are all wearing their costumes from the 80s. 5ec8ef588b
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